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Abstract

This research was a qualitative research with explorative approach. The objective of the research was to describe self-concept of university student in posing problem of e-learning course based on the differences of cognitive style, namely field dependent and field independent. The research’s subjects were four students in 1st semester, Pamulang University. The research began by determining the subject using instrument of GEFT. The difference of cognitive style, the similarity of gender, communication ability, and the student’s availability also became researcher’s consideration in choosing subject itself, then continued with problem posing assignment, interview and observation. Checking validity of data used triangulation of time. Results that could be found from this study were students who have field independent cognitive style tried harder to pose mathematical economics problems. Moreover, they could pose the problems in wider variety. In contrast, students who have field dependent cognitive style thought rapidly and with simplicity. That being said, they completed tasks with no effort. This information will likely impact how lecturers teach online class. Furthermore, it also affects future research correlated to problem posing especially in e-learning course.
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substantial increases in observing more about themes that are discussing on the web. Clearly though, the more they search, the more they discover the problem discussing on the web.

Online learning can be applied in many courses including mathematics. Mathematics as a basic science holds an important role in developing science and technology. Mathematics is learnt in every level of education, including in university. By learning mathematics, students in university are hoped to increase significantly their ability in solving problems related to their circumstances in workplace. Moreover, there are many branches of mathematics that relatively support citizen to overcome problems in workplace. One of the branches is mathematical economics. This kind of branch is useful to assist students in university who learn accounting to find solutions in economic world.

Slavin (2006) explained that opinion about mathematics is difficult to learn could affect student’s attitude in solving problem correlated to mathematics. As a result, this would appear that students who have just graduated from university would face many problems at workplace especially for those who working in accounting field jobs. This can be explained to the fact that people who choose a career in accounting require basic skills of mathematics to fulfill their job responsibilities.

The relationship between problem solving and problem posing has been the subject of many research studies. one of the research explaining the fact that students who were better in non-routing problem solving were better problem posers (Kaur, Yeap & Kapur, 2009). Moreover, problem-solving ability of American middle school students highly correlated with their ability to pose semantically complex problems in one type of problem-posing task (Silver & Cai dalam Kaur, Yeap, & Kapur, 2009). In a series of investigations on third, fifth and seventh graders in Australia, there was a relationship between problem solving and problem posing. In particular, competence in routine problem solving is associated with posing of computationally complex, but not necessarily structurally complex, problems (English dalam Kaur, Yeap, & Kapur, 2009). Competence in novel problem solving is associated with posing of structurally complex problems. Among Singapore students, it was found that good problem solvers had significantly higher problem-posing scores than poor problem solvers. In addition, it was found that when the students had no prior experience in problem posing, the relationship between problem solving and problem posing was not dependent on grade level. That being said, research on problem posing during and after problem solving is comparatively less established.

Based on explanations above, researcher has an intention to do a research about student’s self-concept profiles in problem posing according to cognitive styles: developing an evidence base for best practice of e-learning in mathematical economics course at Pamulang University.

Based on explanations in background of the research, then it can be concluded there are some problems of the research, namely:

1) E-learning or distance education is a new learning and teaching model. Consequently, it needs more research to develop it to be more effective and efficient.
2) Many students especially in accounting department think that mathematical economics is a difficult subject to learn.
3) An assumption that mathematical economics is a difficult subject leads to low skill of students in posing the problems. Needless to mention, problem posing is one of learning methods that can significantly improve creativity. Moreover, the fact that creativity is needed more at workplaces nowadays.
4) Many students have low self-concept. Low self-concept affect their jobs in the future since self-concept is related to creativity.
5) There are many cognitive styles that people have. As a result, there are many ways how people think. Lecturers should teach according to cognitive style that their students have to maximize the learning.
2. RESEARCH METHOD

Researcher uses qualitative research that describe self-concept in mathematical economics problem posing with different cognitive styles. The researcher uses mathematics business questions, questionnaires and interview to investigate the description.

Total of 2 participants take part in the study, all females. 1 student who has field independent cognitive style and 1 student who has field dependent cognitive style. Subjects of the research are students in University of Pamulang. Criteria for inclusion in the study of the participants are in the second semester, and being learning business mathematics. Researcher is a main instrument in a qualitative research. Moreover, researcher do the research immediately to all processes. Besides, there are other instruments such as:

1) Mathematics achievement instrument
   This instrument is used to investigate student mathematics achievement. The instrument consists of ten questions based on learning materials taught in first semester. After the instrument is compiled orderly, it will be given to the competent validator to be validated.

2) Problem posing instrument
   This instrument is made to describe self-concept with different achievement. The instrument consist of three questions developed by researcher then consulted by two validators.

3) Self-concept instrument
   Self-concept instrument used in the research is Mathematics Self-Concept Scale (MSC) developed by Georgey (1984). The instrument consists of 27 items to assess the mathematics self-concept.

Researcher uses data analysis technique based on step of qualitative data analysis according to Miles and Huberman which is as follows:

1) Data reduction
   Reduction of the research is a selection process by simplifying datum gotten in the research.

2) Data display
   Display of the research is data that written orderly to help the researcher in understanding the data.

3) Conclusion
   Conclusion is conducted with conclusion of the data about self-concept mathematical economics problem posing

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The research instrument used to obtain self-concept image of university students consists of Embedded Figures Test Group (GEFT), business mathematics problem posing test, self-concept interview guide. Prior to use in the research, the instruments and their validation sheets were consulted with supervisors and then validated by experts. The following will explain more about the process of instrument compilation and validation.

1) Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT)
   Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) is a test instrument developed by Witkin et al used to categorize individuals into categories of FI and FD cognitive styles. The instrument consists of simple and complex geomeattempt builds, then subjects are asked to look for simple shapes that are in complex shapes by thickening simple shapes. This GEFT test is an instrument developed by Witkin et al. The instruments used in this study are adapted from the original English-language instrument. Thus, this instrument can be used immediately.

2) Business mathematics Problem Posing Test (BMPPT)
   Business mathematics Problem Posing Test (BMPPT) is designed to reveal self-concept of university students in posing business mathematics problems according to cognitive style differences namely FD and FI. Before given to the subjects of the research, BMPPT was consulted
by supervisor. After obtaining approval from the supervisor, then the instrument was validated by the validators.

3) Self-Concept Interview Guideline

Interview was conducted to obtain data about self-concept of university student directly. Research subjects were given problem posing and were asked to pose it. Subjects were interviewed before, during and after e-learning. Therefore, researchers need to develop interview guidelines to avoid missed data during the interview process and the interview was recorded with a recorder. Before being used as a guideline in interviewing the research subjects, the interview guideline were consulted with supervisors and validated by two lecturers of business mathematics, a psychologist.

The cognitive style test was distributed in 4 classes. Based on GEFT result, researcher obtained two students who are capable of equivalent to different cognitive styles, namely field dependent and field independent. The result of cognitive style test for 100 students in Pamulang University is as follows.

Table 1 Distribution of Cognitive Styles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Style</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field Dependent (FD)</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Independent (FI)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the data in Table 1 it is describen that from 100 students who follow GEFT, there are 68 students (68%) who have cognitive style FD and 32 students (32%) who have FI cognitive style. From the group of students who have FD cognitive style is selected a student who has high mathematical skills and can communicate well, and from groups of students who have FI cognitive style is selected a student who has the same ability with a student selected from the FD group, namely high-ability and can communicate well, as shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2 List of Research Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>FD</td>
<td>Subject of field dependent (FD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>Subject of field independent (FI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, to facilitate the coding, student who has FD cognitive style is called SD, while the representative of the FI group is called SI.

Table 3 Triangulation of SI Self-Concept Data on the dimensions of expectations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview on BMPPT 1</th>
<th>Interview on BMPPT 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Expecting improve mathematical abilities by studying better. Subject recognizes difficulties in learning business mathematics. Subjects use training strategies in business mathematics more often in order to become understand more in business mathematics. [(SI1115), (SI1116), (SI1119)]</td>
<td>a) Expecting be able to improve mathematical abilities by studying more. The subject explain the difficulties he experienced when studying business mathematics, namely algebra. It sometimes affects the subject feeling dizzy. Subject use the exercise strategy, then she can overcome the difficulties she face. [(SI2108), (SI2110), (SI2111)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Attempt to continue working on business mathematics despite facing difficulties when solving the problem of algebra, namely the difficulty in determining the next steps after turning math problem into a equation of business mathematics. [(SI1133), (SI1136)]</td>
<td>b) Attempt to continue working on business mathematics even though facing difficulties when solving the problem of algebra, namely the coefficients on several variables are greater than one which makes the subject more confused in solving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Expect other people to appreciate the results of their work because the subject feels that she has tried hard to pose the problem of business mathematics given despite facing some difficulties such as determining the variables that must be transferred to obtain the desired results. [(SI1150), (SI1151), (SI1152)]

c) Expect other people to appreciate the results of their work because the subject has worked the data given by his own and has tried his best to pose them. [(SI2142), (SI2143), (SI2144)]

Based on above description (BMPPT 1 and BMPPT 2), it can be concluded that the research subject and the arguments are consistent. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the data SI self-concept on the dimension of expectation is valid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4 Triangulation of SI Self-Concept Data on the dimensions of estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) believing that able to pose the problem of business mathematics given even though the subject judges that the questions presented are difficult because she has studied business mathematics and consider that business mathematics is a material that is easy to learn. [(SI1121), (SI1122), (SI1123)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Comparing ability to pose problems with her classmates. Subjects make predictions can she can solve problems better and faster than almost all classmates because the subject is able to do the problem better and faster when working on the questions given by her math teacher. [(SI1153), (SI1154)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on above description (BMPPT 1 and BMPPT 2), it can be concluded that the research subject and the arguments are consistent. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the data SI self-concept on the dimension of expectation is valid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5 Triangulation of SD Self Concept Data in the Dimension of Expectation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Subject do not expect to become better in order to improve math skills. Subjects recognize difficulties in studying business mathematics, namely adding and subtracting fractions from business mathematics. Subject was not motivated to overcome the mathematical difficulties Sheila experienced because they thought mathematics was a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>difficult lesson. ([SD1119], (SD1121), (SD1122))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Subject attempt to continue working on business mathematics even though facing difficulties when solving the problem of business mathematics, namely the difficulty in determining the value of variable as the initial variable to determine the value of other variables. Subject continue working on the data by thinking for other ways to obtain the desired answer. ([SD1136), (SD1137), (SD1140)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Subject expect other people to appreciate the results of their work because the subject feels that she had tried hard to pose the business mathematics problem, even though she did not obtain the right answer. ([SD1158), (SD1159), (SD1161)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the two exposures above (BMPPT 1 and BMPPT 2), it can be defined that the self-concept revealed by the research is consistent. Moreover, it can be concluded that the SD self concept data on the dimension of expectation is valid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabel 6 Triangulation of SD Self Concept Data in the Dimension of Estimation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Subject does not believe that she can pose business mathematics problems given because subject considers that the data presented is difficult. The subject has already studied business mathematics and considers that business mathematics is a difficult subject to learn. ([SD1126), (SD1138), (SD1139)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Subject compares ability in posing problems with classmates. Subject predicts that she can pose problems in the middle order that she can pose the problem if the classmates are asked to work on the same problem. ([SD1162), (SD1163)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the two exposures above (TPM 1 and TPM 2), it can be seen that the things revealed by the research subjects and their arguments tend to be consistent. Thus it can be concluded that the SD self concept data on the assessment dimension is valid.
4. CONCLUSIONS

1) Self-concept of students with Cognitive Style FI in posing business mathematics problems

Subject expected to improve business mathematics with learning business mathematics problems more often. The subject also tried to continue to pose business mathematics problem despite facing some difficulties. This is marked by mentioning the data that is known and asked in the data by explaining each data by her own sentence. Subject pose problem-planning by explaining that the problem can be posed by assuming the data into word problems. In addition, the subject continued her efforts to pose business mathematics problems despite faced difficulties. The subject also checked her work before published it to the web. In addition, the subject expected that the results of his work will be appreciated by others.

Subject felt confident that she could pose business mathematics problems. This was characterized by distinguishing between difficult and easy questions because she had studied business mathematics and considered business mathematics as an easy subject but have difficulty especially for friction word problems.

Subject was not worried about failing in posing the problem since she had checked the results of the work before published it to web. Subject predicted that she could pose the problem better and faster than the average classmates since the subject commonly could pose problem better and faster when learning mathematics.

2) Self-concept of students with Cognitive Style FD in posing business mathematics problems

Subject did not expect that she could improve her mathematical abilities, but subject attempted to continue to pose business mathematics problems despite facing some difficulties. This was contributed to the fact that she explained that is known and asked about the problem by explaining each data by her own sentences. Subject explained problem-posing plan by explaining that the problem could be posed by assuming the data as variables then wrote word problems. In addition, the subject continued her task to pose business mathematics problems despite experiencing difficulties, but the subject did not check the results of her task before published to the web. In addition, the subject expected that others will appreciate the result of her work.

Subject did not feel confident in posing business mathematics problems. This was contributed to the fact that she understood difficult and easy questions because she had studied business mathematics and considered business mathematics as a difficult subject and faced difficulties when calculating fractions in business mathematics. Subject was worried about failing to pose business mathematics problems and she did not check the result of the work before published it to web. Subject predicted that subject could pose problem better and faster than the average classmate since subject often pose problem better and faster when learning mathematics.
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